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Desktop War Team; Chds Jones Staff; Chris Jones Direct Reports. Bdan Valentine
Desktop Team Status - 02/22/00

Accomplishments/Changes Last Week
¯ We launched Windows 2000 last week! Congratulations to evewone, your hard work has paid off
and you should be incredibly proud!
¯ We have completed top level Whistler planning (pnorites, major cuts, etc) and are now in
execution mode with their specific plans and dev work.
¯ Desktop builds are still up and running, We will be driwng self-host numbers th~s week, you
should all be self-hosting unless it impacts your short term deliverables (e.g. Mdlennium, DXS, etc).
° We’ve made some organizational changes in the team. The DX team has "moved over" to join the
Dekstop Team, XSG/OpenGL has moved to work for .layTor, and GDI/User/XSG/OpenGL test has
moved 1:o work for DMuir. In addition, the desktop UA group from the Professional product currently
in Ken Western’s will be joining the UA group here. Work is well underway in organizing into one
cohesive group and on mowng the personnel to this building starting soon and completing by midMarch. We are extremely excited by the synergy and positioning created by this desktop unification.
¯ We had a hiccup on reverse integration last week as we were not prepared to sign off from a test
perspective. We will be reverse ~ntegrating th~s week.
Goals Next Week
° Continue work on Millennium, DXS, and other ongoing deliverables. These products have
revenue impact and are critical for the company, so continue to be the top priority. (all)
¯ Reverse integrate the Desktop build back into the main N-I build. (dpanko)
¯ Get to week by week schedules for when items go into the Whistler builds, so we can track
progress. (all)
¯ Start Whistler feature work in earnest. (all, where there is bandwidth)
¯ Complete Standard/Pro plan. (iohngray)
¯ Start thinkin{j about Blackcomb, get Blackcomb webs~te up. (chrisjo, cjdir - I~kely a deliverable in
2 weeks).
Details ....
Whistler Update
Well, we are finally through the Whistler planning, and we are now in execution mode. To reiterate our
Whistler goals, they are:
° Sire-ship All Windows Platform Products m Q1/01
° Dehver Consumer NT in 1Q ’01
¯ Deliver 54-bit Early Adopter Release in 3Q "o0
° Invest ~In Our Engineering Process
¯ Fix Critical Server and Client Deployment Blockers
By team, here is a summary of our Whistler commitments:
Shell Team
¯ Get M~llennium Shell to Whistler/64-bit
¯ Logon & Security - new friendly Logon screen & multiple-user support
¯ Simple Networking U!
-new control panel for networking & s=mplified wizards
¯ V~sual Redesign, Cleanup & Appearance Work
¯ Desktop v.2 - Desktop v2 replaces the current =con metaphor
¯ Simple Hardware UI - AutoPlay for hardware & better HW Wizard UI
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File Associations- ~mproved mapping of filetypes to applications
Control Panel Framework - new webview to make finding control panels easier
Taskbar EnhancemenLs - improvements to taskbar like glomming & better notifications
Web Publishing & Sharing - one-step publishing to Web, burning to CD, or sharing on network or
machine
¯ File Management Improvements - better views of the FS (includes ~mprovements specific to media
file types -4mages/audioivideo), simplified common tasks (move/copy) specific to media fife
types
Printing/Imaging
¯ Port: WIA to Whistler!64-bil:
¯ Port Printing to Whistler/64-bit
¯ Support MFP devices
¯ Printing managability
¯ Driver quality and reliability, including DDK/driver verifier and coverage
Media Team
¯ Get Millennium audio/dv work into Whistler/64-bit
¯ Get WMP into Whistter/64-bit
¯ Ghtch-free video/audio playback
¯ Driver quality and reliability, including DDK/driver verifier and coverage
¯ Digital TV support
User & GDI Teams
¯ Get UseriGDI/GDI+/Cicero/NLS to 54-Bit
¯ User, GDI and GDI+ changes to support new U] work and imaging
¯ Integrate Cicero into OS
¯ MUI and NLS work for globalization
IE Team
¯ Port IE 5.5 to Whistler/64-bit
¯ Fit in with new look and feel (controls, browser UI)
gX/Graphics Team
¯ Get DX 8 into Whistleri64-bit
¯ Get OpenGL/XSG to Whistler!64-bit
¯ Driver quality and reliabd~ty, including DDKidriver verifier and coverage
¯ Performance tumng as appropriate
Attached are the detailed spreadsheets by team:

Master - Digital

iDX Whistler ~efeatures.xls (69 APP_CONPAT_FEA Print~ng3ds (76 KB) Shell fearures.xls USER and GDI.x~s

Nedia.xl$ (29... £chedule.xls (62 K...

KB)

TURE_LIST.xl$ (7...

(77 KB)

(77 KS)

wla In whlstler.xls
(76 KB)

Note that Whistler is a date driven release (see the schedule on http://windowsclient/war/schedu~e.htm),
which means we aren’t going to be able to do evem/thing we want to do, There are a number of features
that we are all passionate about which simply do not make the date and therefore are cut for Whistler.
However, we will continue development in many of these areas focused on our Blackcomb (’02) release.
We will also consider a select set of features for inclusion in Whistler if we get customer or partner
feedback and they are low risk.
Reverse Integration
I am sure many of you are wondering about reverse ~ntegration and what’s happening. Due to some
issues with getting the right test coverage (mainly because test is maxxed out on other deliverables), we
did not reverse integrate last week. We will be reverse integrating this Thursday -- all teams are signed
up to drive this and deliver. The key for everyone is to:
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Keep the build quality high.
Respond to hot fixes.
Self host, self host, self host!

The Future - Blackcomb and NGWS
I thought DebBI in recent mail to her team did a good job outlining our Blackcomb challenges, so I took
the liberty of stealing from her mail describing Blact~comb. YOU have heard of Microsoft’s new strategy
focused on software as a service, and the Next Generation Windows Services Platform (NGWS). While
there is still plenty to figure out, at a high level NGWS is about extending the "platform" we build to be
something much broader than the software that runs on single PC or within an enterprise. What is
NGWS? It is the platform for creating a world-wide infrastructure of services we and our partners budd.
Just as Windows established a standard for graphical applications, new standards need to be established
for things like:
¯ Locating, sharing, and exchanging information
¯ Accessing applications across broad ranges of devices, locations, and types of connectivity
¯ Accessing personal information anytime anywhere
¯ Setting up and receiving notifications of important events or combinations of events
¯ Dehvering a platform that enables rich client software to connect to these services
¯ Delivering a UI that scales and adapts to support this
° And much more..
As with GUI, databases, security, etc., common interfaces, protocols and associated runtimes or services
must to be developed to allow clients, applications, and service providers to be built in a common
interoperable way. (So people don’t need to carry five incompatible personal devices for communication,
for example.) Some of these new interfaces and protocols will talk to software running on a PC, but
many will also talk to services (directories, authentication services, data stores, etc.) across the Internet.
We beheve there ~s a great opportunity for Microsoft to deliver the platform - which includes estabhshing
the standards, as well as providing the key services. We will evangelize the platform to the developers
writing the new breed of Internet applications, and in doing so we will truly extend the value of the
Windows pla~orm from something that runs on your PC, to something that runs in a distributed fashion
across the ]:nternet.
As ! have mentioned before, we are focused on Whistler first, and we don’t have the details of Slackcomb
worked out. However, from our work on Neptune, Odyssey, and other projects, we have great ideas and
plans we can build from. in some areas, like application platform, there is already thinking going on
(MWallent is heading up this effort). Here’s a planning schedule we’ll be working from:
° Narch => Start first planning, thinking on Blackcomb, get Blackcomb website up and running (cjdir)
¯ April => 3 year technical plan, present early thinking (cjdir)
¯ Post Millennium RTM => Start rolling resources/investments to Blackcomb (cjdir)
Keep Driving To Millennium, Get Moving Towards Whistler...
We are closing in on Millennium, DX 8, and our commitments to Office [0. We are over the hump in
Whistler planning and kicking into execution mode. ] and my directs wilt start thinking about Blackcomb
~n earnest over the next month.
I know we are trying to do a lot so push back if you think there is too much going on or if you th~nk
schedules are unrealistic. As always, if you have questions let me know.
Thanks -- Chris
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10-Feb-2000
Master Feature Template - Whistler Planning
Please use this spreadsheet for Fealure Planning work. You may continue to keep your own
detaited models for special purposes, but you might want to use similar columns and column orders
to make copy/paste into this formal easier There are 6 required columns (two are easy - Whistler
and your GM name).
Why do we have to do this?
We must create a single, central feature list and spec web site for Whistler. One of the great
breakdowns in Windows 2000 was that there never was a single feature list or common source of
information. The impact was that the documentation team, SDK & DDK teams, PSS, field,
marketing, and many others had to find how & where each individual group documented their
features, etc.
What do we need to do?
We are going to maintain a simple database on WinWeb that tracks all features, links to specs, and
related info about the features. In order to do this, we first need to get to a common XLS format for
feature reviews. Then we will be able to import the spreadsheets into the database to start out, so
you ~ton’t have to enter each item individually. Then, WinWeb web pages will host the individual
feature & spec web pages
What’s the difference between Feature, Work Item and Spec?
A Feature should be a reasonably short name that conveys the essence of what you’re doing in
terms that a marketing person can understand. A Work Item is an optionat breakdown of the details
necessary to implement a feature. A Spec is a document describing the feature & the workitems in
more detail. There can be multiple Work Items and Specs for each Feature, but there is a 1:1
relationship between work items and specs. Even if there are no individual work items for a specific
feature, there can be one or more than one spec.
Why have a bunch of optional columns if only 6 are required?
The 6 required columns are for the Feature Review process. The remaining columns are to allow
many teams to use this as their master tracking spreadsheet, and to use when we import ~nto the
database. The more fields that are filled in, the more useful the common feature database will be to
other teams. You can fill in the details later, however.
Chck on the Features tab below to see the template.
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10-Feb-200O

Master Feature Template - Whistler Planning
Please use this spreadsheet for Feature Planning work You may conlinue to keep your own
detailed models for special purposes, but you might want to use similar columns and column orders
to make copylpaste inlo this format easier. There are 6 required columns (two are easy - Whistler
and your GM name).
Why do we have to do this?
We must create a single, central feature list and spec web site for Whistler. One of the great
breakdowns in Windows 2000 was that there never was a single feature list or common source of
information. The impact was that the documentation team, SDK & DDK teams, PSS, field,
marketing, and many others had to find how & where each individual group documented their
features, elc.
What do we need to do?
We are going to maintain a simple database on WinWeb that tracks all features, links to specs, and
related info about the features. In order to do this, we first need to get to a common XLS format for
feature reviews. Then we wilt be able to import the spreadsheets into the database to start out, so
you don’t have to enter each item individually. Then, WinWeb web pages will host the indivi(lual
feature & spec web pages.
What’s the difference between Feature, Work Item and Spec?
A Feature should be a reasonably short name that conveys the essence of what you’re doing in
terms that a marketing person can understand. A Work Item is an optional breakdown of the details
necessary to implement a feature. A Spec is a document describing the feature & the workitems in
more detail There can be multiple Work Items and Specs for each Feature, but there is a 1:1
relationship between work items and specs. Even if there are no individual work items for a specific
feature, there can be one or more than one spec.
Why have a bunch of optional columns if only 6 are required?
The 6 required columns are for the Feature Review process. The remaining columns are to allow
many teams to use this as their master tracking spreadsheet, and to use wl~en we import into the
database. The more f~elds that are filled in, the more useful the common feature database will be to
other teams. You can fill in the details later, however.
Cl~ck on the Features tab below to see the template.
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10-Feb-2000
Master Feature Template - Whistler Planning
Please use this spreadsheet for Feature Planning work. You may conlinue to keep your own
detailed models for special purposes, but you might want to use similar columns and column orders
to make copy/paste into this format easier. There are 6 required columns (two are easy - Whistler
and your GM name).
Why do we have to do this?
We must create a single, central feature list and spec web site for Whistler. One of the great
breakdowns in Windows 2000 was that there never was a single feature list or common source of
information. The impact was that the documentation team, SDK & DDK teams, PSS, field,
marketing, and many others had to find how & where each individua~ group documented their
features, elc.
What do we need to do?
We are going to maintain a simple database on WinWeb that tracks all features, links to specs, and
related info about the features. In order to do this, we first need to get to a common XLS format for
feature reviews. Then we will be able to import the spreadsheets into the database to start out, so
you don’t have 1o en[er each item individually. Then, WinWeb web pages will host the individual
feature & spec web pages
What’s the difference between Feature, Work Item and Spec?
A Feature should be a reasonably short name that conveys the essence of what you’re doing in
terms that a marketing person can understand, A Work Item =s an optional breakdown of the details
necessary to implement a feature. A Spec is a document describing the feature & the workitems in
more detail. There can be multiple Work items and Specs for each Feature, but there is a 1:1
relationship between work items and specs. Even if there are no individual work ~tems for a specific
feature, there can be one or more than one spec.
Why have a bunch of optional columns if only 6 are required?
The 6 required columns are for the Feature Review process. The remaining columns are to allow
many teams to use this as their master tracking spreadsl~eet, and to use when we import into the
database. The more fields that are filled in, the more useful the common feature database w~ll be to
other teams You can fill in the details later, however.
Click on the Features tab below to see the template.
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lO-Feb-2000
Master Feature Template - Whistler Planning
Please use this spreadsheet for Feature Planning work. You may continue to keep your own
detailed models for special purposes, but you might want to use similar columns and column orders
to make copy/paste into this format easier. There are 6 required columns (two are easy - Whistler
and your GM name).
Why do we have to do this?
We must create a single, central feature hst and spec web site for Whistler. One of the greal
breakdowns in Windows 2000 was that there never was a single feature list or common source of
information. The impact was that the documentation team, SDK & DDK teams. P$S, field,
marketing, and many others had to find how & where each individual group documented their
features, etc.
What do we need to do?
We are going to maintain a simple database on WinWeb that tracks all features, links to specs, and
related info about the features. In order to do this, we first need to get to a common XLS format for
feature reviews. Then we will be able to import the spreadsheets into the database to start out, so
you don’t have to enter each item individually. Then, WinWeb web pages will host the individual
feature & spec web pages
What’s the difference between Feature, Work Item and Spec?
A Feature should be a reasonably short name that conveys the essence of what you’re doing in
terms that a marketing person can understand. A Work Item is an optional breakdown of the details
necessary to implement a feature. A Spec is a document describing the feature & the work/terns in
more detail. There can be multiple Work Items and Specs for each Feature, but there is a 1:1
relationship between work items and specs. Even if there are no individual work items for a specific
feature, there can be one or more than one spec,
Why have a bunch of optional columns if only 6 are required?
The 6 required columns are for the Feature Review process. The remaining columns are to allow
many teams to use this as their master tracl~ing spreadsheet, and to use when we ~mport into the
database. The more fields that are filled in, the more useful the common feature database will be to
other teams. You can fill in lhe details later, however.
Cl~ck on the Features tab below to see the template.
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